
PEAK PLANNING 101
Determine lead time
- Ordering goods from China will take shorter time
than   ordering goods from India.

 Goods should be received by warehouse in August
(if going to retail stores).

Goods should be received by warehouse in
Sept/Oct (if going direct to customers).

INVENTORY PLAN
Wholesale Peak Day 
- This will be determined by  your promotions
to retail distributors 
- Should be prior to eCommerce Peak Day 

Pre-Holidays eCommerce Peak Day 
- This will be determined by your promotions
to customers
- Use data from past years to predict

Historical Volume 
- Year-Over-Year + Promo 
- Have I gained market share?
- Did my target market expand? 
- Are my market drivers positive? 
*eg. Can I gain more share in the future?

FORECAST

Define goal 
- There should be correlation between how much
you’re spending on marketing and the numbers of
orders expected.

Front Load
- Stock up but don’t overproduce
- Promote for purchases at the start of the week    
              (Monday) vs. end of week (Friday)
- Collaborate with your 3PL/fulfillment partner
- Provide them accurate information
- Make sure they understand your business model
and how positive or negative fulfillment
experience can affect the bottom line
- Provide them with a tight forecast. The more
accurate the better
- Suggest what the forecast looks like in the
foreseeable future

DEVELOP STRATEGY

Use mutli year data
Create and review last year's
“lessons learned” document by
reviewing what worked and what
did not. 
Understand your promotional plan

ANALYZE DATA

Clearly communicating your peak planning/
forecast ahead of time is crucial when you’re
working with a partner. Because many have
different client forecasts and peak days across
clients, this information allows 3PL to help you
succeed by : 

- Planning space requirements
- Building an internal staffing plan
- Building an agency staffing plan
- Assigning and training teams in advance of  
peak days

WORKING WITH 3PL PARTNER
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